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1 In this section we consider information gathering quite generally. In the section that follows we move to considering the brain as an information-g
system. ‘Guesses’ will then be understood as corresponding to the top-down hypotheses, generated by an internal model; the information collected b
will be understood as corresponding to the signals received in various sensory modalities. The mismatch between the two corresponds to the predict
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It has recently become popular to suggest that cognition can be explained as a process of
Bayesian prediction error minimization. Some advocates of this view propose that
attention should be understood as the optimization of expected precisions in the
prediction-error signal (Clark, 2013, 2016; Feldman & Friston, 2010; Hohwy, 2012,
2013). This proposal successfully accounts for several attention-related phenomena. We
claim that it cannot account for all of them, since there are certain forms of voluntary
attention that it cannot accommodate. We therefore suggest that, although the theory of
Bayesian prediction error minimization introduces some powerful tools for the explanation
of mental phenomena, its advocates have been wrong to claim that Bayesian prediction
error minimization is ‘all the brain ever does’.

� 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Prediction-error coding

An enormous amount of research has been devoted, over the last sixty years, to the discovery of efficient methods for
gathering and disseminating information. The concepts that have emerged from this research have often been applied in the-
ories of the mind. One of them enables us to draw a distinction between two quite different strategies for information
gathering.

To see that distinction, suppose that I want to gather information about x from those of my sources that are in touch with
x’s activities. There are two broad strategies that I might employ.1 The first is to have my sources tell me some of the things
that they know about x. The second is for me to tell those sources what I already think is going on with x, and to have them tell
me some of the ways in which I am mistaken. If my sources and I are using this second strategy then any message that I receive
from them will tell me only about ways in which my prior predictions were erroneous. This strategy is therefore called ‘predic-
tion error coding’.

In some contexts the first strategy will be the most efficient, in the sense that it will require the fewest bits of information
to be transmitted. In other contexts the more efficient strategy will be the second. Since the systems that employ this strat-
egy do not need their sources to transmit any parts of the gathered information that have already been correctly predicted,
the second strategy will be especially efficient when our prior expectations are largely accurate. Such efficiencies can be a
significant advantage when the transmission of information incurs a cost.
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Upon receiving a signal telling me about the ways in which my prior predictions were erroneous, I can then update those
predictions, so that the information from this incoming signal is incorporated into them. If I perform this updating in a way
that takes account of my prior confidence in those predictions, as well as their successes or failures in accounting for the
newly received information – and if I avoid violating the probability calculus while doing so – then my prediction-
updating process will take the form of a Bayesian inference. The information-gathering process can then be repeated, with
my sources again providing information about any new or remaining errors in my now-updated hypotheses. This reiterated
process of updating and re-checking is referred to in the world of informatics as ‘prediction error minimization’ (e.g., Bishop,
2006; Moore & Weiss, 1979). In the world of criminal and military intelligence it is central to what is known as ‘the intel-
ligence cycle’ (e.g., Richards, 2010, p. 10). There are various ways in which the magnitude of prediction errors can be calcu-
lated, and various ways in which the process of minimizing those errors can be implemented.2 All of these employ variations
on the same Bayesian logic.

If my information-gathering operation is of sufficient complexity then my hypotheses about what might be going on with
x may be quite abstract, and may be concerned with a fairly long time window, whereas the information that is available to
my information-gathering operatives in the field will be more concrete, and more short-term. This difference as to the levels
at which we are operating has the potential to be problematic, since the information provided by my operatives may be at
the wrong level of specificity for the testing of my high-level hypotheses. I might believe that x’s business is in some way
expanding, but my information-gathering man on the street might not be in a position to assess that expansion directly.
He might only be able to provide information about some more fine-grained hypotheses, concerning such concrete and
short-term matters as the number of delivery vehicles leaving x’s compound on one particular evening. My high-level
hypotheses may not say very much about these specific matters.

To prevent this difference of level from becoming problematic, the information-gathering networks in which prediction
error coding is employed can be arranged in a hierarchical structure. Rather than asking the operative-on-the-street to cor-
rect my high level hypotheses about how x’s business is doing, I can instead get those hypotheses corrected by some inter-
mediary analyst, and this intermediary can be the one who generates the lower level hypotheses that are to be tested by my
man on the street. The number of these intermediary stages might sometimes need to be large (and there might also be
strategic reasons why the use of several intermediaries is convenient), but the same logic of Bayesian hypothesis testing
and prediction error coding can be used at each level of the hierarchy that results from the introduction of these interme-
diaries. Processes dealing with more abstract hypotheses – predicting changes over a relatively long spatiotemporal
scale – are (ipso facto) counted as occupying a high level in such a hierarchy. Processes dealing with less abstract
hypotheses – which will typically predict changes over a relatively short spatiotemporal scale – are (ipso facto) counted
as occupying a low level in these hierarchies (Friston, 2008; Harrison, Bestmann, Rosa, Penny, & Green, 2011; Hohwy,
2012, 2016; Kiebel, Daunizeau, & Friston, 2008).3 Each level sends its hypotheses to the level below, from which it in turn
receives information about the things that these hypotheses have failed to predict.

1.1. Prediction errors in the brain

In systems where the transmission and storage of information incurs a cost, there will often be benefits to employing a
strategy of hierarchically-organized Bayesian inference, through which prediction error is minimized. Given the metabolic
costs of neural activity (Barlow, 1972), the brain can be thought of as one such system. A number of philosophers and psy-
chologists have recently been exploring the idea that it is one of the places in which hierarchical prediction-error minimiza-
tion is employed (e.g., Dayan, Hinton, Neal, & Zemel, 1995; Doya, 2007; Friston, 2009; Huang & Rao, 2011; Lee & Mumford,
2003; Rao & Ballard, 1999; Rao, Olshausen, & Lewicki, 2002; Stefanics, Kremlácek, & Czigler, 2014). The philosophers who
have gone furthest in developing this approach are Jakob Hohwy and Andy Clark. It is on Hohwy’s treatment that the present
essay focuses, especially as given in his 2013 book, The Predictive Mind. Page references in what follows are to that book,
unless otherwise noted.4

To say that the brain depends on prediction-error coding in its information-gathering operations is to say that perceptual
systems do not provide the rest of the brain with positive information about how the world is. Their only job is to remove
falsities from the brain’s most-recently updated picture of that world, by providing information about the ways in which this
2 The success or failure of predictions in light of what the sources tell me can be formalized in terms of likelihood functions or distance functions, such as the
Kullback-Leibler divergence (Bishop, 2006; Gelman, Carlin, Stern, & Rubin, 2014). In an ideal situation, the prediction error would equal zero: given my guess,
the response will be completely anticipated, and so there will be no reason to change the guess.

3 See, however, Vance (2015) for an objection against this commitment of predictive error minimization theory: higher levels of the hierarchy needn’t always
correspond to hypotheses concerned with larger timescales or more abstract matters.

4 We focus on Hohwy’s account partly for the sake of expository convenience. Some versions of our argument may be applicable to other theories that
are committed to the claim that attention is to be identified with the optimization of precision (Clark, 2013, 2016; Feldman & Friston, 2010; Friston, 2009,
2010), but our argument, as we develop it here, is directed against Hohwy’s particular Bayesian treatment of attention, and not against ‘Bayesian brain’
theories tout court. ‘Bayesianism’ names a broad approach, within the scope of which various explanatory moves can be made. So broad a framework is best
adjudicated via an adjudication of the particular theories that operate within it. The present paper makes one local contribution to that broader
adjudicatory project.
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picture is mistaken. Perception is therefore said by Hohwy to be indirect, ‘‘in the sense that what you experience now is given
in your top-down prediction of your ongoing sensory input” (p. 48). That ‘top-down prediction’ is itself understood to have
been generated through an empirical Bayesian process, in which a hierarchy of hypotheses were generated and tested (see
Carlin & Louis, 2000), and in which prior probabilities were derived from a hierarchically organized Bayesian inference
(Friston, 2005). The hypotheses that are formulated in such a system can be characterized with probability density functions
in which probabilities are assigned to the variables gauged at lower levels in the hierarchy, and ultimately to the various
possible causes of our sensations. The processing of the sensory signals against which these hypotheses are eventually tested
is processing of the same Bayesian sort. Prediction-error coding and Bayesian hypothesis-testing are therefore be taken to
operate at every level of the brain’s processing hierarchy, with the result that Bayesian prediction error minimization ‘‘gives
the organizing principle for brain function as such” (p. 101).

As these last remarks indicate, the prediction-error minimization theory has ambitions to completeness, and purports to
provide a unified explanation for what would otherwise be a disparate range of psychological phenomena, including phe-
nomena of perception and of action. These ambitions are a source of controversy (Colombo & Wright, 2015), but they are
also claimed as one of the theory’s main advantages. Andy Clark writes that:

Such approaches, originally developed in the domain of perception, have been extended [. . .] to encompass action, and to
offer an attractive, unifying perspective on the brain’s capacities for learning, inference, and the control of plasticity. Per-
ception and action, if these unifying models are correct, are intimately related and work together to reduce prediction
error by sculpting and selecting sensory inputs.

[Clark, 2013, p. 3]

Among the several things for which this theory aims to give a unified explanation are the phenomena of attention. This is
made explicit at the beginning of The Predictive Mind, when Hohwy tells us that ‘Perception, action and attention are but three
different ways of doing the very same thing.’ (p. 2, emphasis added). In Chapter Nine of that book he goes on to claim that:

The prediction error framework is able to encompass many of the central findings on attention and to provide a unifying
framework for them within the broader church of prediction error minimization. This allows us to see attention in a new
light and to provide alternative conceptualizations of its functional role in our overall mental economy.

[p. 191]

The present essay is an attempt to gauge the success of this ‘alternative conceptualization’. We claim that its success is
only partial. Hohwy’s is a theory in which ‘‘A single type of mechanism, reiterated throughout the brain, manages every-
thing” (p. 2). We suggest that this mechanism struggles to account for the full range of ways in which attention comes to
be allocated. This does not imply that the prediction error minimization hypothesis is wrong. Much of what we say below
is an advertisement of that hypothesis’ strengths. Our negative claim is only that there are limits to the range of attention-
related phenomena that can be explained by adopting it.

One might see this as a partial vindication of the theory that is based on prediction error minimization, but that the-
ory’s advocates will take a partial vindication to be no vindication at all. That is because they take their theory’s claim to
completeness to be the source of its philosophical interest. Hohwy writes that ‘‘Many would agree with the general idea
that predictions play a role in perception but few would agree that prediction error minimization is all that the brain ever
does and that action and attention is nothing but such minimization” (p. 7). Insofar as the agenda of the present article is
a negative one, it is this ‘nothing but’ with which we are taking issue. There are some phenomena of attention that the
prediction error theory handles nicely, but there are others – especially those involving the voluntary control of attention
– with which it struggles.

A reviewer for this journal reminds us that a theory might claim to be complete, as an account of some organ’s function,
without needing to claim that all features of that organ’s behaviour are explained by it: Our theory of the heart’s function
need only be compatible with our explanation of its behaviour in response to shock. That explanation need not be given
by this theory alone. Analogously, a theory saying that the prediction error minimization is the only function of the brain
need not provide an explanation for everything the brain does. It need only be compatible with whatever explanations
are given. This point is well taken. The prediction error minimization theory could claim to have offered a complete theory
of the brain’s function, without claiming to have offered a complete explanation of its behaviour. The explanations that
remain to be given should, however, be compatible with that theory of function, and – for reasons that the final section
of this paper attempts to make clear – the still-to-be-completed explanatory work may, in the present case, require resources
that are different from any that a Bayesian theory admits.

2. Surprisal and selection

We have said that systems employing prediction error coding owe some of their efficiency to the fact that the only infor-
mation to be propagated up through such systems is ‘surprising’, in the sense that it is information about those aspects of the
incoming signal that have not already been predicted by the system’s prior hypotheses (see for example Barto, Mirolli, &
Baldassarre, 2013; Friston, 2009). It is this that prevents resources from being taken up with the transmission of redundant
information.
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Some psychologists – following an earlier tradition (e.g., Moray, 1967) – are willing to apply the label of ‘attention’ to any
feature of the brain’s information handling that is implicated in the conservative allocation of its processing resources (e.g.,
Carrasco, 2011). These psychologists may be willing to say that this built-in redundancy-avoidance gives the systems that
employ prediction-error coding a built-in mechanism of attention.5 An idea along broadly these lines has been developed
by Itti and Baldi (2006), who offer a model in which Bayesian prediction errors are used to explain the allocation of visual atten-
tion to those spatial regions concerning which our predictions are most erroneous.

Itti and Baldi’s work gives an accurate model for many of the cases in which attention is allocated to spatially defined
regions on the basis of external cues, but few advocates of the prediction-error framework would suppose that this approach
could be generalized into a theory of all of the ways in which attention is allocated. That is because a built-in avoidance of
redundancy is integral to the use of prediction-errors as a strategy for the encoding of information. It gets applied automat-
ically, whenever that strategy is employed. It therefore gets applied uniformly. There is nothing here with which to explain
those features of top-down attention that are involved in the selective direction of attention, first to some task-relevant
things and then to others. And this selectivity is one of the things that any complete theory of attention would need to
explain.

In order to bring such selectivity into view, it will be helpful to consider a paradigmatic example of it. The example on
which we focus below is given by Ulric Neisser and Robert Becklen’s now-classic 1975 study of ‘selective looking’.

Neisser and Becklen presented their participants with two overlapping streams of visual information, both of which
appeared in the same portion of their visual field. They did this by using a system of half-silvered mirrors, thereby creating
an effect that is something like the effect of looking out through the window of a lit room at dusk, when the exterior and
reflected interior worlds are both visible in the same part of space. Neisser and Becklen’s schematic representation of their
stimuli is reproduced in Fig. 1. It should be noted that the two films presented to their participants were quite different from
each other. Both depicted the playing of a game, but one was filmed from up close and the other from further away. There
was therefore little chance of perceiving their combination as a single, doubly-populated scene.

Neisser and Becklen found that people are quite capable of attending to either one of these scenes while ignoring the
other; that we are quite capable of switching our attention between the scenes, provided that both are presented to both
eyes; and that we are bad at attending to both scenes at the same time. Their experiment is a useful example for our present
purposes because the ‘selective looking’ that it involves is clearly a form of selective attention, rather than being a case of
priming, of perceptual-readiness, or of the mere orientation of one’s sense organs. Some of this experiment’s significant fea-
tures are highlighted when Neisser and Becklen write that:

Without any prior practice, it is easy to attend to one sequential episode and ignore another, even when both are pre-
sented in haphazard overlap. What defines one episode and distinguishes it from the other is not its distance or its clarity,
or the sense organ involved, but its intrinsic properties and structure. [. . .] It is implausible to suppose that special ‘‘filters”
or ‘‘gates,” designed on the spot for this novel situation, block the irrelevant material from penetrating deeply into the
processing system. The ordinary perceptual skills of following visually-given events, which develop in the first year of life
(Bower, 1971), are simply applied to the attended episode and not to the other.

[Neisser & Becklen, 1975, p. 491f]

Some of the hierarchical-prediction-error-minimization theory’s strengths can be brought into view by applying the the-
ory to the results of Neisser and Becklen’s experiment. That experiment also enables us to see why it is necessary for the
theory to introduce the notion of precision optimization; a notion which is crucial to its account of attention.

3. Attention and precision

About half of the visual information that was presented in Neisser and Becklen’s experiment was consistent with the
hypothesis that the filmed scene was one in which a hand game is being played. About half was consistent with the
hypothesis that the scene was one in which a ball game is being played. Since these hypotheses are quite different,
the information that is predicted by either one will tend not to be predicted by the other. The central claim of the pre-
diction error theory is that the brain is only ever concerned with representing such top-down hypotheses, and such rela-
tions of unpredictedness: The content of experience is given by the top-down hypothesis that predicts the incoming
signal most successfully (p. 48, 201); and the bottom-up signal tells us only about the extent to which the incoming infor-
mation is unpredicted by our prior hypotheses: ‘‘only prediction error is propagated up through the system in a bottom-
up fashion” (p. 47).

These features of the prediction error theory enable it to give a very natural account of why it should be ‘‘easy to attend to
one sequential episode and ignore another, even when both are presented in haphazard overlap” (Neisser and Becklen,
p. 491). The theory tells us that the brain does not need to first separate out the two overlapping streams of visual information,
5 The fact that prediction error coding minimizes the coding of redundant information can also be formulated by saying that such codings maximize the
amount of representational effort that is devoted to the encoding of information that is surprising (pp. 51–53). Redescribing the point from this opposite
direction might seem to make the connection with attention more obvious, since we do indeed pay attention to surprising things. But the intuitive appeal of
this recasting is somewhat dependent on equivocating between our normal first-person understanding of surprise, and a technical information-theoretic sense
– ‘surprisal’ – in which the notion of surprise is here intended.



Fig. 1. Neisser and Becklen’s (1975) ‘Selective Looking’ Experiment. Participants were presented with two overlapping streams of visual information (C),
one from a hand clapping game (A) and one from a ball game (B). In some experimental conditions a different stream was presented to each eye, creating
binocular rivalry. In other conditions both streams were presented together, to both eyes, by using a system of half silvered mirrors. Participants knew
which of these conditions they were in.
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in order to then build up a coherent hypothesis about the scene from which this information was derived. Instead the brain
starts outwith some coherent hypotheses, which it applies to the entire haphazard overlap of information. The different parts
of that information can then be picked out on the basis of whether or not they are predicted by a given hypothesis. This pro-
vides a straightforward explanation for our ability to selectively attend to one or other of the scenes, despite the haphazard-
ness of their overlap. The theory also gives an account of why it should be that simultaneous attention to both streams is
‘demanding’ or ‘impossible’ (Neisser and Becklen, p. 490). That difficulty can be explained as a consequence of the low prior
probability that is assigned to the occurrence of overlapping scenes, and of the difficulty in deriving specific predictions
about what should be expected on the hypothesis that two incompatible games are being played in the same place, and
at the same time.6

The patterns of possible and impossible attentiveness that were observed by Neisser and Becklen can therefore be accom-
modated by the Bayesian prediction error minimization theory, and their accommodation is a relatively straightforward
matter. It is nonetheless clear that a complete account of the attentiveness that is found in Neisser and Becklen’s experiment
requires that more complexity be added to the prediction-error theorists’ account. The need for this complexity can be seen
by noticing that, when the participants in Neisser and Becklen’s experiment are attending to the hand game, they are expect-
ing to see a hand game, and so will increase the probability that they assign to information that is consistent with the
6 The proposed explanation draws on Hohwy, Roepstorff, and Friston (2008) analysis of binocular rivalry. Given that binocular rivalry and ‘selective looking’
are not strictly analogous phenomena, one might wonder whether the explanation is wholly adequate. Answering this question would take us beyond the main
focus of this paper.
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hypothesis that such a game is taking place. The information corresponding to the other game – the ball game – will there-
fore become the part of their sensory input that is not predicted by their currently favored hypothesis. That ball-game-
related input will therefore generate the greatest prediction-error. And so the information pertaining to this unattended
game will command the larger share of perception’s representational resources. The prediction-error theory is therefore
unable to say that the attended stream is to be identified with that stream to which the most representational resources
are devoted, or that it is that stream which generates the greatest prediction error.7 Nor could it be said that attention is paid
to that stream of information which generates the least prediction error: if that were so then unexpected but salient stimuli
would be attention-repelling, rather than attention-catching. The theory’s account of attention therefore needs to be given in
terms of something other than the magnitude of the prediction error signal.

Instead of accounting for attention by reference to the magnitude of the prediction error signal, the prediction error the-
orists’ suggestion is that we should account for it by reference to the question of which prediction error signals are treated as
being the most precise. Once this notion of precision has been introduced the explanation of attention is supposed to
be straightforward: ‘‘attention is simply the process of optimizing precision during hierarchical inference” (Friston, 2009,
p. 299).

Precision here refers to the inverse of a signal’s variance: it is a measure of how much that signal fluctuates around its
mean. It is therefore correlated with the extent to which the information given in that signal warrants the adoption of a
fine-grained revision to one’s prior hypotheses. To see this, suppose that instruments A and B both give a reading of y
volts when applied to some particular cable. In order to comply with the present framework we should suppose that
each instrument encodes this reading in the form of a prediction error signal. We should therefore suppose that our
prior hypothesis is that the voltage on this cable is z volts (± some n), and that the output given by each instrument
is a representation saying, not that the actual voltage is y, but that our prior prediction of that voltage was x volts
too high or low. We can also suppose that on this occasion the voltage being measured is indeed y volts exactly. Both
instruments’ readings would then be perfectly accurate. But if it is known that instrument A is more precise than instru-
ment B – in the sense that the readings from it vary less when given a constant input – then the Bayesian reasoner who
encounters the readings of these instruments should respond differently to them. After updating on readings that come
from what is known to be a precise instrument, the probability density function of a rational thinker will be a relatively
tight curve, with a relatively low dispersal around its mean. After updating on readings from what is known to be an
imprecise instrument, the probability density function of a rational thinker should still be somewhat spread out. It is
in this sense that the precision of a signal measures the extent to which the information given in that signal warrants
the adoption of a fine-grained revision to one’s prior hypotheses (it being these hypotheses that our probability density
functions represent).

It is easy to believe that representations of precision might find application in the brain of a perceiving subject. When
presented with an auditory signal indicating that a previously unexpected voice is coming from straight ahead of you,
you should increase the probability that you assign to the hypothesis that there is someone speaking in that location,
but if you know that such auditory signals give imprecise information about locations then conformity to Bayesian
rationality requires that you commit to only an approximate specification of where that speaker is. If the same location
is also indicated in vision – and if you know that vision is relatively precise about matters of location – then you may be
warranted in committing to a location for the speaker that is more narrowly specified. If we suppose that the perceiving
brain does indeed take account of such expected precisions then we can begin to account for our susceptibility to the
illusion of ventriloquism, in which a visual cue overrides an auditory one to determine the perceived origin of a voice
(Hohwy, 2013, chap. 7). This is certainly not the whole explanation for our susceptibility to the ventriloquism illusion
(see Alais, Newell, & Mamassian, 2010; King & Walker, 2012), but if it is a part of that explanation then the brain must
be representing the expected precision of the sensory signals that it is picking up, and it must be using information
about that precision in building up its picture of the perceived scene. Similar things can be said about the interplay
between vision and proprioception in the rubber hand illusion. It is plausibly because vision is expected to be especially
precise that the visual signal dominates the proprioceptive signal (see Hohwy, chap. 5, Suzuki, Garfinkel, Critchley, &
Seth, 2013). If some such explanation is correct then the brain must be using expectations of precision when building
up its picture of the world.

In light of this need to take account of precision, the prediction error theorists claim that bottom up prediction errors will
be weighted according to top down expectations of the precisions in these error signals, so that ‘‘effort is put in where the
prediction error signal is expected to be precise” (p. 195, cf. p. 64). These expectations of precision should vary between dif-
ferent circumstances. On some occasions vision will be the most precise source of information. On other occasions – if the
light is bad, or a fog descends – the more precise signal will be from audition. The weightings of these signals will therefore
need to be adjusted if they are to be handled optimally:

For a system that is able to optimize its precision expectations the pattern of effort will fluctuate in tune with the pattern
of state-dependent noise.

[p. 195]
7 This is one illustration of why it is that Itti and Baldi’s (2006) model of bottom-up attention fails to generalize to top-down attention.
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In making such adjustments, we amplify those signals that are expected to best minimize overall prediction error, and
dampen those that are expected to include a high level of noise. The prediction error theory therefore attempts to explain
attention – and so ‘‘to provide alternative conceptualizations of [attention’s] functional role in our overall mental economy”
(p. 191) – by identifying it with the process by which these precision-expectation weightings are adjusted from one context
to the next:

The notion of precision was related directly to attention, such that attention is nothing but precision optimization in hier-
archical inference.

[Hohwy, p. 244, citing Feldman & Friston, 2010]

Unlike traditional theories of attention (such as that of Broadbent, 1958), and unlike some modern theories that inherit
assumptions from these traditional sources (e.g., Lavie, Hirst, de Fockert, & Viding, 2004), the selectivity of attention is not
taken by the prediction error minimization theorist to be the result of limitations in our capacity for perceptual processing,
or for thought. Nor does that theory take this selectivity to be imposed by our need to act on one thing at a time (Allport,
1987; Wu, 2014). The theory ‘provides an alternative conceptualization of attention’s functional role’ because attention does
not introduce selectivity in order to cope with any sort of bottleneck in the amount of information that can be processed or
acted upon. Attention’s selectivity is instead understood to be a rational response to state-dependent fluctuations in the
world’s noise.

4. The variety of attention shifts

When, following Friston, Hohwy writes that ‘‘attention is nothing but precision optimization in hierarchical inference”,
his claim is explicitly a ‘nothing but’ claim. If true, it should apply with full generality. It should therefore apply to attention
in all its forms. Psychologists have traditionally drawn distinctions between these forms. They have distinguished between
feature-based and object-based attention; between endogenous and exogenous attention; and (what is not quite the same
contrast) between voluntary and involuntary attention. Hohwy’s ‘nothing but’ claim is supposed to apply to all these forms.
His theory can most readily be applied to cases that involve the involuntary capture of our attention, especially when this is
the result of strong and abrupt external stimuli, such as bangs or flashes.

Since precision is the inverse of variance, and since it is in the nature of noise to be a source of variance, any decrease in
noise will lead to a corresponding increase in precision. Our environment is one in which sources of weak noise are relatively
commonplace, and sources of strong noise relatively rare. It is therefore plausible to suppose that strong signals are relatively
noise-free. If this assumption is granted then the capture of attention by strong signals can be taken to result from an auto-
matic weighting of these, derived from a standing expectation to the effect that, in our environment, strong signals will tend
to be more precise than weak ones (p. 197).

More substantive assumptions are needed in order for a similar account to be applied to the direction of our attention
by arrows, by the line of another person’s gaze, or by such things as pointing fingers and opening doors. These additional
assumptions are not implausible. It is quite plausible that there has been a real correlation, in the world as we have expe-
rienced it, between the occurrence of such indicative stimuli and an elevated precision in the signals that they have indi-
cated (p. 65). This correlation can be learned through a piece of second-order Bayesian reasoning, concerning the
precision of signals in various precision-indicating contexts. A representation of this correlation can then be used as
the source for expectations about the precision of subsequent signals (p. 195), and the process of prediction-error min-
imization can weigh those signals accordingly. Such empirically-derived expectations of precision can explain all of the
cases in which attention is directed onto items that have been recognized as belonging to a category that has previously
been perceived precisely. These will include cases in which attention is directed onto a thing by a precision-indicating
stimulus that lies outside of the thing itself such as pointing arrows, fingers, or direction of gaze (Feldman & Friston,
2010; Hohwy, 2012).

Some psychologists refer to cases of this latter sort as cases of ‘endogenous attention’ (see, for example, McCormick,
1997). Others want to reserve the terms ‘endogenous’ and ‘exogenous’ to mark a distinction between those cases where
the allocation of attention originates in some condition of the attending subject herself and those in which it originates
in some condition of the world to which she attends. Whatever labels we apply to it, this latter distinction is certainly a real
one. There are cases in which attention is not directed by any occurrence in the environment, but is instead directed by men-
tal occurrences that are internal to the attentive perceiver. These might be occurrences of decision, emotion, strategy-
adoption, or whimsy. Neisser and Becklen’s experiment provides one example.

When presented with Neisser and Becklen’s overlapping films, participants find that they can attend to either one, and
that they can do so on the basis of arbitrary picking. Having started by attending to one film, it is an easy matter for them
to switch attention to the other (Neisser and Becklen, 1975, p. 494). In allowing for such ad hoc switches of attention, the
case of overlapping films (presented with half-silvered mirrors) is unlike the case of films that are presented one to each
eye, under conditions of binocular rivalry. The latter case – in which the switching of attention is hard – is one that has been
discussed frequently in the recent literature, and it is one that Hohwy himself discusses (pp. 19–23, 108f). Neisser and Beck-
len describe the contrast between these cases, referring to the conditions that create binocular rivalry as ‘the dichoptic case’,
as follows:
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In binocular viewing [that is, in the half-silvered mirror scenario, with both eyes seeing both of the overlapping scenes]
we find it easy to switch from one episode to the other. There is no feeling of effort or inertia as in the dichoptic case. The
desired episode is available instantly when we look for it [. . .].

[Neisser & Becklen, 1975, p. 494]

When attention gets switched from one of the overlapping films to the other, in the way that Neisser and Becklen find to
be easy, this switch can take place without the occurrence of any external cue and so, a fortiori, it can take place without any
external cue that has a known correlation with enhanced precision: it is simply that ‘‘The desired episode is available
instantly when we look for it”. When we decide to switch our attention from one scene to the other, there must be some
sort of top-down signal that brings this switch about. Hohwy claims that this is a signal that changes the weightings of
the various bottom-up prediction error signals, by adjusting the relative gain that is applied to them. He also makes a claim
about the content of this gain-adjusting signal, and this latter claim is one that he takes to be crucial. ‘‘The crucial question”,
he says, ‘‘is on what basis the mechanism sets the gain on prediction error” (p. 194). Hohwy’s reconceptualization of atten-
tion is given in his answer to that ‘crucial question’, which is that the gain-adjusting signal should be characterized as the
representation of an expectation concerning the precision of the prediction-error signals. It is against this part of Hohwy’s
theory that we wish to raise an objection. Our objection is based on the fact that we can see no grounds for thinking that
the proposed characterization of the top-down gain-adjusting signal is correct.

To see the root of this objection, remember that the precision of an incoming signal is a statistical feature of that signal,
over some interval. A signal’s precision will vary depending on the context in which that signal is being received, but once a
context has been fixed that signal’s precision is an objective feature of it. It is these objective precisions that attention
attempts to track, on Hohwy’s theory of its function: ‘‘Precision expectations must be based in an internal model of preci-
sions in the world” (p. 65, emphasis added).8 These precisions ‘in the world’ are not influenced by the goal, task, or mood of
the perceiving subject. A visual signal’s precision will be objectively lower at night than it is during the day, and objectively
lower in conditions of fog than conditions of clarity. The visual system will very probably have formed an expectation of this,
having learned about the contexts in which such signals tend to be more and less precise. That expectation might issue in an
attention-switching signal of the sort that Hohwy describes. But in Neisser and Becklen’s experiment the precisions in the world
are equal. The signal coming from the attended film is no more precise than is the signal coming from the film that one chooses
to ignore. As Neisser and Becklen remark: ‘‘What defines one episode and distinguishes it from the other is not [. . .] its clarity”
(Neisser & Becklen, 1975, p. 491). The prior experiences of the subject give her no reason to expect otherwise. And so the signal
that shifts this subject’s attention from the hand-game to the ball-game cannot be derived from any process that is tracking the
expectations of precision in the world. This signal cannot be accounted for by a theory that ‘‘reduces attention to a simple mat-
ter of learning regularities of precision in nature” (p. 205). Even if one were to insist that the content of the gain-adjusting signal
is an expectation of precision, the process by which such an expectation was formed must be a process that proceeds by non-
Bayesian means. There must therefore be some place at which Hohwy’s claim to completeness breaks down, and where the
brain of the voluntarily attending subject is doing something in addition to the Bayesian minimization of prediction error.

5. Active inference

The argument above does not yet take account of an important complication, coming from Hohwy’s theory of action. That
theory increases the complexity of the problem that we have just identified, without – we contend – doing anything to
address the ultimate source of it.

In order for actions to be subsumed within the prediction-error theory they must be explained as attempts to minimize
the prediction errors that are generated by our top-down hypotheses. The minimization of such errors is, Hohwy tells us, all
the brain ever does (p. 7). But his theory allows there to be two different ways in which the brain does it. Our discussion so
far has been concerned with inferences in which the brain minimizes prediction error by updating its top-down hypotheses
in response to its incoming signal. The theory also allows for cases in which the brain minimizes prediction error by changing
that incoming signal to match its top-down hypotheses. The most straightforward way in which this change can be made is
by intervening in the world: if there are any prediction errors generated by the carpenter’s expectation that his struck nails
will be flush with the board, those errors can be minimized by increasing the force with which he wields his hammer. When
a carpenter minimizes his prediction errors in this way, the prediction error theorist says that he engages in ‘active infer-
ence’. Action is thereby understood to involve the same principles of Bayesian prediction-error minimization as are involved
in perception.

By itself the introduction of active inference does not give an explanation for purely mental acts, such as the act of direct-
ing one’s attention. This is just because the agent who acts mentally does not intervene in the world. The subject in Neisser
and Becklen’s experiment remains where she is, and the world goes on, just as predictably or unpredictably as before. The
only thing that changes is the direction of her attention. Again it is considerations of precision that are supposed to address
this. The theory claims that – although the attentive subject does not change the world – she does sample that world dif-
ferently, on the basis of changing her expectations of precision. The mental act of attending is therefore:
8 We can also look to Feldman and Friston (2010): ‘‘the precision of sensory signals depend on states of the world. This means that optimizing precision
entails optimizing inferred states of the world that affect the precision or uncertainty about our sensations” (2).
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a slightly unusual instance of action because the way we change our relation to the world is to increase the sensory gain
in one region of space. The difference is then that the active inference is driven not by which prediction error we expect,
but by the precision of the expected prediction error.

[p. 198]

To see how this ‘slightly unusual’ case is supposed to work, recall, from Section 3, that our brains seem to make use of
some hypotheses that are not simply about the world: they seem also to make use of hypotheses about the precision of
the signals that they are receiving from that world. The prediction errors generated by hypotheses of either sort can be min-
imized through inferences that are active, as well as through those that are not: we can change our beliefs about the preci-
sion of the prediction error signals that we are receiving, or can intervene in various ways that will make those signals more
or less precise. To increase the precision of the visual signal, for example, we might turn on a flashlight, or move ourselves
nearer to the window. Since attention is to be understood as the optimization of the precision-weighting of our prediction
errors, and since action is to be understood as active inference, the action of voluntarily attending needs to be understood
as some such precision-changing movement.

The subject in Neisser and Becklen’s experiment does not intervene on the precision of her incoming signals by the use of
a flashlight, any more than she minimizes prediction error by wielding a hammer. Hohwy’s suggestion is that she nonethe-
less does perform an internal act that is somewhat analogous to a flashlight-based manipulation of precision. Her act of
attention-switching is to be construed as actively bringing her expectations of precision into line with the actual precisions
of the prediction-error signals that she is receiving, via an intervention on those signals. The interventions in question are
taken to be manipulations of sensory gain, so that ‘‘the way we change our relation to the world is to increase the sensory
gain in one region of space” (p. 198).

If these manipulations of sensory gain are to be understood in the way that Hohwy suggests then the top-down signals
that produce them must be interpreted as encoding expectations of precision. Those expectations have an important status
in Hohwy’s theory since they are able to be self-fulfilling (p. 90). Their mechanism of self-fulfillment is a simple one, depend-
ing on a point that we have already seen: weak noise will be more commonplace than strong noise (in the brain as it is in the
world), and so those signals on which the gain has been increased will be less likely to get mixed up in background noise.
Those signals will therefore show less variance. They will, as an immediate consequence, be more precise. If expectations of
high precision can lead to an increase in gain, those expectations can make themselves true.

Because the expectation of precision in one stream of information can cause that stream to become more precise, the
truth of such expectations is unproblematic. But we contend that our original problem remains. The theorist of prediction
error minimization has said that any act of voluntary attention involves an adjustment being made to the gain on an incom-
ing signal. More specifically (and more controversially), they have claimed that such an act involves an increase of the gain
on a prediction-error signal. Most controversially (and most ‘crucially’) they have said that the cause of this increase in gain
is a signal having as its content the hypothesis that such an increase of gain would lead to an increase in the precision of that
signal. It is this last claim that is the focus of our objection, which continues to be that there is nothing in virtue of which the
gain-adjusting signal can claim to have this expectation as its content. If attention-based manipulations of sensory gain are to
be understood in the way that Hohwy is suggesting then the expectations that produce them must be interpreted as expec-
tations of precision. Even once the notion of active inference has been introduced, Hohwy is unable to give an account of why
this should be the correct interpretation of those signals’ content. The signals cannot get that content by being tuned to evi-
dence of its truth: none of the exogenous information that is available to the subject in Neisser and Becklen’s experiment
indicates that signals coming from the hand game will be any more precise than signals coming from the ball game, and
yet there is a top-down signal that shifts the subject’s attention from one to the other.

5.1. Hypotheses with non-indicative content

The basic claims of the precision error minimization framework imply that the content of every top-down signal must be
an hypothesis, and the content of every bottom-up signal must be that some such hypothesis is somehow in error. To be
clear about this framework’s account of voluntary attention (and about our objection to it), we must distinguish between
different sorts of hypotheses, all of which are said to be generating predictions that are being tested in the brain of a volun-
tarily attentive subject. Of these there are at least three. The first are first-order categorical hypotheses, saying that a ball
game is taking place (in some way), or that a hand game is taking place (in some way). The second – introduced by the con-
siderations that we reviewed in Section 3 – are hypotheses concerning the precisions of the various signals that carry infor-
mation about the prediction errors made by those first hypotheses. The third – introduced by the theory of active inference,
as applied to the case of attention – are conditional hypotheses, concerning the effects on those precisions of manipulations
of the gain on these prediction-error signals.

In this theory of active inference, actions are understood to be encoded as the antecedents in hypotheses that have the
form of a counterfactual conditional saying that, if the action in question were to be performed, then variable V would be
expected to have value y (±n). In acting, we gather data about the errors in these counterfactual hypotheses. We thereby min-
imize the prediction errors in our overall picture of the world (pp. 81–89, Friston, Daunizeau, Kilner, & Kiebel, 2010). When
we ask about the top-down signal that implements an act of voluntary attention, it is an hypothesis of this third sort that is
said to give that signal’s content.
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It has long been known that the introduction of counterfactual conditionals to a Bayesian calculation leads to a paradox if
we fail to distinguish between the probability of a conditional and a conditional probability: We must distinguish between
the probability that some whole conditional sentence is true, and the probability of that sentence’s consequent, conditional
on its antecedent (Hájek & Hall, 1994; Lewis, 1991). It must therefore be one thing to update the probability that we assign to
the claim that a signal’s precision would be improved by a manipulation of gain, but it must be a different thing to update the
probability that we would assign to an increase in that precision, if gain were being manipulated. When voluntary attention
is understood as an instance of active inference, the top-down signal by which sensory gain is modulated purports to have
the first of these as its content. That signal’s content is supposed to be that sensory precision would be improved by a manip-
ulation of gain.

It is this that makes the case of voluntary attention quite unlike the cases of endogenous and exogenous attention that
were previously discussed, in which the gain on prediction error was set on the basis of precision expectations that had been
derived from the observation of regularities in the world. In those cases attention was selective because some signals were
expected to be more precise than others. Because those expected precisions vary from context to context, there was a need to
select whichever signal is expected to be precise in the present context, in order that the gain on that signal can be boosted
accordingly. But the probability of the conditional saying that an incoming signal would becomemore precise if its gain were
increased is uniformly high. It is high whichever signal it pertains to. No top-down signal that is produced at the time when
an act of attention occurs has any more claim to this conditional content than do the signals existing before or after that act.
None of these signals can claim to sustain a personal-level thought with the relevant subjunctive content (since the volun-
tarily attending subject may not have such thoughts). And all of these signals can claim to have that subjunctive content as a
part of the information that they subpersonally carry, since the content in question is sufficiently close to being a truism: one
would expect increased precision whichever object one’s attention were directed towards, regardless of the actual precision
in the incoming signal.9 Such counterfactual precision expectations cannot be what set the gain on prediction error because
there is no way of adjudicating between them; acting on any of them will lead to enhanced precision. At the moment when
one attends to x rather than y one expects that the precision of signals pertaining to y would be enhanced by an increase in
their gain, just as one expects that the precision of signals pertaining to x would be. These counterfactual expectations are
on a par.

The preceding considerations leave the theorist of prediction error minimization without any account of voluntary atten-
tion’s selectivity. And without giving an account of this, the prediction error minimization theory of voluntary attention
becomes little more than a truism. The theory tells us that shifts in attention occur because we have standing expectations
of the form ‘precision y would be expected if an action of enhancing the sensory gain were to be performed’, where the pre-
cision that would counterfactually be expected is higher than the precision that is actually expected. But since the theory
takes this action of enhancing the sensory gain to be the act of attending, this precision expectation amounts to no more than
the claim that we would enhance the precision of the signal coming from whatever we attended to. On the assumption that
enhanced precision results in perceptual enhancement, this amounts to no more than the truism that whatever we decide to
attend to will, to some degree, be enhanced perceptually. That conclusion is one that many theorists of attention could agree
to, whether or not they are operating with a predictive coding framework.10 They would not take it to be an explanatory
account of top down attention, because it does not provide any analysis of attention’s voluntary selectivity.

5.2. Shifting to active inference

The issue that we are raising can be seen as one part of a more general challenge for the predictive coding framework,
arising from its failure to account for the shift from perceptual to active inference. Both modes of inference can reduce pre-
diction error. If the minimization of such errors is the only goal at which the brain aims then we should prefer whichever
mode of inference reduces them most effectively. And since the world in which we act is more recalcitrant than our internal
model of it, perceptual inference would seem to have a standing advantage. The shift back, from active inference to percep-
tual inference might plausibly happen by default, but shifts from perceptual to active inference require an explanation. Some
psychological event must bring them about. When a shift of this sort gets brought about by a top-down signal, the Hohwy-
ian theory must say that that signal encodes an hypothesis the content of which has been arrived at by Bayesian means. The
challenge is to specify such an hypothesis.

This challenge might not seem to have anything in particular to do with attention. It does because Hohwy’s analysis of
voluntary attention builds active inference into its account: any voluntary decision to attend must take the form of an active
inference.

Hohwy attempts to take a step towards a solution to the problem of how we switch from perceptual to active inference.
Combining the idea about attention with a suggestion about proprioception, he writes that:
9 There will, unavoidably, be a ceiling on the quantity by which the precision can be increased, but this, again, is not due to the states of the world. It is due to
limits on the amplification of the signals in the cortex.
10 Those who think that perceptual enhancement is not essential to attention include Ganson and Bronner (2012) and Watzl (2011). Hohwy (2012) writes that
in the case of pure volitional attentional switching to low contrast gratings, ‘‘the prediction is then that there will be less enhancing effect of such pure
endogenous [volitional] attention since the high expected precision expectation (increased baseline) in this case is not induced via a learned causal regularity
linking strong signal cues to strong signal targets” (p. 11).
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One intriguing proposal is that this mechanism is attentional, focused on the precisions of proprioceptive input (Brown,
Adams, Parees, Edwards, & Friston, 2013). Briefly put, action ensues if the counterfactual proprioceptive input is expected
to be more precise than actual proprioceptive input, that is, if the precision weighted gain is turned down on the actual
input. This attenuates the current state and throws the system into active inference.

[p. 83]

This proposal will not help in the present case, in part for reasons that we have already discussed. The counterfactual pre-
cision expectation for the ball-game-related signal will be higher than the actual precision expectation for that signal, but
this much will be true for any counterfactual precision expectations that count as ‘self-fulfilling prophecies’. The counterfac-
tual hypothesis pertaining to the ball-game-related-signal has nothing to specially qualify it as the content of the signal
which drives the shift in attention.

In addition, it is not clear what, if anything, is supposed to generate the relevant proprioceptive prediction errors in
the case of voluntary attentional shifts. Recall that the action in question is to adjust the sensory gain on prediction error
for a given region of space. This is not a matter of physical movement, and so cannot involve proprioceptive feedback. Yet
if there is no source of prediction error feedback signal, then there cannot be any precision expectations pertaining to the
‘action’ either, and so action cannot be initiated on this proposal. We therefore remain skeptical that the problem of
accommodating voluntary attention – and the related problem of switching from perceptual to active inference – can
be surmounted using only resources that are internal to the theory of prediction error minimization. That theory’s central
claims are (1) that the representations coming from the top down only ever carry content of the form ‘Variable v is
expected to have value x (±n)’, or else of the form ‘Value y (±n) would be expected if action a were to be performed’;
(2) that the representations coming from the bottom up only ever carry content with the form ‘Variable v has an actual
value that is z units higher (or lower) than was predicted’; and (3) that the representations that regulate the interactions
between these top-down and bottom-up information streams are either representations of the probability of the bottom-
up signals, conditional on various other top-down hypotheses, or else are representations that carry content of the form
‘These estimates of the error in your prediction as to the value of variable v have a precision of ±n’. Each of these claims
places a restriction on permissible content. Those restrictions are not optional to the theory. They are crucial to the par-
simony that is supposed to be one of that theory’s main advantages but – since the content of signals is restricted in
every case to indicative content – it is doubtful that all mental content can be shoehorned into one or other of these cat-
egories. The theory has a built-in resistance to non-indicative content: Content which makes no claim about the way the
world is cannot be assessed for truth; and cannot have a probability assigned to it. Nor can a probability assignment be
conditional on it. Our objections stem from this difficulty.

We have argued that the decision to attend to the hand-game over the ball-game cannot be analyzed by reference to
probabilities that are assigned to values for the actual precision of the signal, nor by reference to the probability that is
assigned to the counterfactual claiming that that precision would be enhanced if gain were to be increased. The shift of
attention that results from the decision to attend cannot be brought about by a signal that has an hypothesis concerning
either of these probabilities as its content.11 Other non-indicative contents are similarly resistant to Bayesian handling: neither
imperative content (Hall, 2008; Klein, 2007; Martínez, 2010), nor interrogative content (Eilan, 1998; Koralus, 2014), can be
straightforwardly accommodated by the prediction error minimization framework.12 That framework is fundamentally com-
mitted to the idea that the sources of top-down signals are hypotheses that get updated via a process of Bayesian inference,
but Bayesian reasoning can make no use of non-indicative content.

It may be suggested that recent advances in statistical causal modeling provide a solution to this objection. The ‘‘do” oper-
ator, suggested by Pearl (2000; 2010), for instance, can be used to set the value for a set of variables. The variables of interest
here are the gain on the prediction error units corresponding to features of the scene to which we intend to direct our atten-
tion (features of, say, the ball game). We could thus arrive at the relevant counterfactual by conditioning the expected pre-
cision of the signals arriving from the ball game on the information that the gain on these signals is set to a higher value. And
this counterfactual will typically be true: given that the gain on the relevant units has been set to a higher value, it will typ-
ically be true that the precision of the signals arriving to these units will increase.

In order to see that this suggestion fails to address our objection, recall the earlier point that we should distinguish
between the probability that the whole counterfactual conditional is true, and the probability that its consequent is true,
given its antecedent. Both scenes in Neisser and Becklen’s experiment are on a par with respect to the latter: in both cases,
given an increase on the relevant set of gains, it will typically be the case that the precision of the corresponding signals
11 It is also doubtful that desires more generally can be so reduced. On the predictive coding account, desires are analyzed in terms of active inference: to have
a desire just is to be testing the errors generated by a counterfactual, and to act on a desire just is to minimize the error generated by that counterfactual, by
changing the world in some respect (p. 89). But this reduces desire to belief; a reduction that leads, as Lewis showed, to inconsistency (Lewis, 1988, 1996).
While others have argued that there are fixes available to avoid this problem, we take it that such fixes are not available to the evidential Bayesian, and so that
predictive coding cannot incorporate them.
12 Shea (2013) suggests that active inferences employ imperative content by virtue of having a different direction of fit from perceptual inferences, but
Colombo (2016) gives an argument to the effect that, on the predictive coding theory, cognitive and conative states must have the same direction of fit. We
thank an anonymous reviewer for drawing our attention to this literature.
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would also increase. What the prediction-error theorist owes us is an account of why the relevant counterfactual, as a whole, is
selected: They need to provide an account of something that makes it the case that we increase the gain on the ball game-
related set of features, rather than increasing the gain on the hand clapping game-related set of features. Absent such an
account, the selective shift of attention goes unexplained.13

A final objection is that Hohwy does have the resources to accommodate non-indicative content because, following Fris-
ton and colleagues, he ‘reduces’ utility to Bayesian inference. (We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for pressing us
to clarify this issue.) Such a reduction would be based on the formal result that predictions of optimal behaviour using deci-
sion theory can be achieved without using reward or cost functions. Instead, optimal behaviour can be reconstrued in terms
of active inference, where the explicit goal is not to minimize cost or maximize utility but instead to minimize prediction
error.14 On this picture, reward or cost functions are replaced by ‘prior beliefs about state transitions’. State transitions should
be understood as action policies to be undertaken by the agent in specific contexts, such as ‘seek shelter when it rains’. Mini-
mizing prediction error with respect to these beliefs will lead to optimal behaviour (maximizing utility): ‘‘if I believe that I will
seek shelter when it rains, then I will behave optimally, provided I act to fulfill these beliefs” (Friston, Samothrakis, et al., 2012,
p. 524). While we are dubious of the prospects of such an elimination for much the same reasons put forth by Gershman and
Daw (2012, section 5.1), supposing that this commitment is taken on board leaves our criticisms unchanged. It does not solve
the problem of how active inference is initiated over perceptual inference. It is not clear what sort of action policy, or hypothesis
about state transitions, could account for the timing and manner in which shifts of voluntary attention occur. It cannot be an
action policy of the form ‘attend to what you want’, or ‘attend to what you decide to attend to’ because this would be circular.
The action policy cannot rely on the very notions it seeks to account for. If it does not rely on these notions however, it is unclear
how is it initiated.

Indeed, such a reduction is ostensibly the source of the problem: if all mental states are a species of hypothesis about the
world, and the objective is to minimize overall prediction error, then the surest way to achieve this objective is to find a dark
room and stay there instead of engaging in active inference. This is known as the ‘dark room’ problem. While theorists have
proposed solutions to the ‘dark room’ problem based on general evolutionary considerations (Friston, Thornton, & Clark,
2012; Hohwy, 2013), these general considerations fall short of explaining how in particular instances the voluntary switch
from perceptual to active inference is accomplished. We have already seen that the solution Hohwy considers, in terms of
precision optimization, fails at least in the case of voluntary attention we have been discussing. If attention is still to be iden-
tified with the optimization of expected precisions then replacing utilities with first-order hypotheses about state transitions
does not do anything to alter our second-order hypotheses concerning expected precisions. Signals will continue to be
equally precise or imprecise.15

6. Conclusions

Hohwy tell us that his ‘‘account of attention is interesting because it reduces attention to a simple matter of learning reg-
ularities of precision in nature” (p. 205). That account fails to apply to cases in which it is not regularities in nature that
determine the way in which attention is allocated. There are instances of voluntary attention where the gain cannot be
set by expectations of precision (whether or not these expectations are ‘learnt from nature’). When the relevant expectation
is a self-fulfilling prophecy, then the gain must be set by something other than precision, because all such expectations will
be on a par.

The objections that we have raised above can be thought to arise from the fact that there are some contents – in partic-
ular, some non-indicative contents – that cannot be expressed by representations having any of the forms available to the
predictive coding framework. It seems clear that such non-indicative content plays a role in the allocation of attention. Since
it lacks the representational resources to encode these contents, the prediction-error minimization theory is unable to
account for those occasions on which attention is allocated on the basis of states that essentially involves content of this sort.
This undermines that theory’s claim to completeness. It does not deny that the theory casts valuable light on a considerable
number of attention-related phenomena.
13 What is more, it would not do to force an analogy between the present case of voluntary attention, and a case of causal inference by (semi) self-supervised
systems. For the analogy fails. In the case of causal inference, the system has more evidential support for a particular causal model based on its previous
interactions with the environmental regularities of interest, whether through ‘‘observations” or ‘‘interventions”. And to test that model, it activates a
counterfactual that follows from it such as to further its evidential support. In the case of voluntary shifts of attention, however, there is no environmental
regularity that would ‘‘favor” attending to the unattended scene, as opposed to the currently attended one. In other words, there is no model of the environment
that would increase the probability of increasing the gain on the unattended game (or activate the relevant ‘‘do” operator). If anything, the system is more
justified in sticking with the current situation.
14 More exactly, ‘‘in active inference, actions and beliefs about hidden states minimize a variational free energy bound on the (negative log) marginal
likelihood of observed states, that is, they maximize the marginal likelihood” (Friston, Samothrakis, & Montague, 2012, p. 523).
15 Note that while Clark (2013) does not endorse the eliminativist position of Hohwy and Friston, where goals and reward signals are converted into
expectations, he also does not endorse a position where utility and probability are represented separately. He speculates that ‘‘instead, it seems likely that we
represent the very events over which probabilities become defined in ways that ultimately fold in their personal, affective, and hedonic significance” (p. 200).
While it is beyond the scope of this paper to evaluate this claim, note that insofar as Clark endorses an explanation of attention solely in terms of precision
optimization, our criticisms continue to apply to his view.
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